SHOWER CURTAINS

HOOKLESS® SHOWER CURTAINS FOR HEALTHCARE EXCLUSIVELY FROM ON THE RIGHT TRACK®
The amazing Hookless® shower curtain does everything far better than any old-fashioned shower curtain ever could.

The Hookless® shower curtain first appeared 10 years ago and was marketed exclusively to the Hospitality Industry. Today, the Hookless® shower curtain owns a 60% share in the Hospitality Industry and has recently expanded into the retail sector successfully. On the Right Track® has become the exclusive distributor of Hookless® shower curtains for the Healthcare Industry.

The patented “Flex-On®” rings allow for the curtain to simply pop right over the rod. No longer will you have to use hooks and chains to take down your shower curtain!
pindot

description:
Eight gauge vinyl, magnets, antimicrobial treated, matching color rings

item number and sizes:
**OHBH04PDT01**
Pindot Vinyl White 71 X 74

**OHBH04PDT01SX**
Pindot Vinyl White 42 x 74

**OHBH04PDT05**
Pindot Vinyl Beige 71 x 74

**OHBH04PDT05SX**
Pindot Vinyl Beige 42 x 74

vision

description:
Eight gauge vinyl, magnets, antimicobially treated, matching color rings, bubble window allows extra light into the enclosure

item number and sizes:
**OHBH08VIS05**
8-GA Vinyl Vision Beige SC 71 x 74
**fabric**

**the major**

**description:**
100% polyester pattern, woodgrain fabric with vinyl bubble window, water repellent, no liner required

**item number and sizes:**
**OHBH41BUB05WS**
The Major Beige 71 x 74

---

**litchfield**

**description:**
100% polyester, water repellent, ultrasonic bottom hem, magnets, no liner necessary

**item number and sizes:**
**OHBH43LIT01**
Litchfield White Fabric 71 x 74

**OHBH43LIT01SX**
Litchfield White Fabric 42 x 74

**OHBH43LIT05**
Litchfield Beige Fabric 71 x 74

**OHBH43LIT05SX**
Litchfield Beige Fabric 42 x 74
mystery chrome rings

description:
100% polyester, water repellent, ultrasonic bottom hem, magnets, no liner required, sheer voile window allows extra light into the enclosure

item number and sizes:

**OHBH49MF05S**
Mystery Beige 42 x 74 Chrome Rings

**ORBH49MYS05SRS**
Mystery Beige 71 x 74 Chrome Rings

**OHBH49MF33S**
Mystery Blue 42 x 74 Chrome Rings

**ORBH49MYS33SRS**
Mystery Blue 71 x 74 Chrome Rings

**OHBH49MF36S**
Mystery Sage 42 x 74 Chrome Rings

**ORBH49MYS36SRS**
Mystery Sage 71 x 74 Chrome Rings

**OHBH49MF60S**
Mystery Rose 42 x 74 Chrome Rings

**ORBH49MYS60SRS**
Mystery Rose 71 x 74 Chrome Rings

**ORBH49MYS01SRS**
Mystery White 71 x 74 Chrome Rings

**ORBH49MYS69SRS**
Mystery Lilac 71 x 74 Chrome Rings
fire retardant

**description:**
100% polyester, water repellent, fire retardant, compliant with NFPA 701 regulations

**item number and sizes:**
- **OHBH01B1054274**
  Mini Squares Beige 42 x 74
- **OHBH01B1057174**
  Mini Squares Beige 71 x 74
- **OHBH01B1354274**
  Mini Squares Blue 42 x 74
- **OHBH01B1357174**
  Mini Squares Blue 71 x 74
- **OHBH01B1554274**
  Mini Squares Sage 42 x 74
- **OHBH01B1557174**
  Mini Squares Sage 71 x 74
CARE & MAINTENANCE

tips for shower curtains

**vinyl shower curtains:**

All Hookless® vinyl shower curtains are specially treated with an antimicrobial biocide that makes them resistant to the formation of mold and mildew. This is not a topical treatment...the anti-microbial biocide is actually mixed into the formula prior to the vinyl being extruded, making it a “through and through” treatment.

On the Right Track® does not recommend washing the vinyl shower curtains in a washing machine, this will damage and shorten the life of the shower curtain. Instead, vinyl curtains should be wiped down with warm, soapy water and then thoroughly rinsed, then allow the curtain to completely air dry (preferably).

You should be washing down the curtains at least every few days depending on a variety of factors such as heat, humidity, time of the year and occupancy levels. If mold stains occur, it is due to the fact that soap scum, shampoo residues and body oils have been allowed to accumulate on the vinyl surface of the curtain. You can carefully use a soft brush or Brillo® type pad to assist in removing black stains from the vinyl curtains only.

**fabric shower curtains:**

All Hookless® fabric shower curtains are not treated with an anti-microbial biocide because it would wash out after only two to three washes. Nearly all of our fabric shower curtains are designed to be water repellent, they do not absorb water. It should only take two to three minutes to completely dry a fabric curtain on low heat. If a fabric shower curtain is subjected to high heat for an extended amount of time, the polyester material can become brittle. Not only will this change the hand feel of the curtain but will make it less water repellent and more susceptible to water migration.
why Hookless®?

• Hangs in seconds
• Patented “Flex-on®” rings pop right over rod
• No hooks to buy or struggle with
• No more broken, unattached or missing rings
• Lower maintenance costs
• Slides smoothly, no tugging or snapping
• “Stacks” beautifully to the side
• Reduces workman’s comp claims